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for a stylish approach 
to your entrance
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After a long winter everyone is eagerly awaiting the arrival of spring and summer, 
with all the fragrances, colour and splendour that these seasons bring. Summer 
flowers provide this glorious, colourful feeling.

In this catalogue we are keen to show you how we can be of service to you 
when it comes to designing your inner cities and town centres, shopping centres or 
outdoor space. Flowers and plants are extremely important to people’s well-being. 
Beautiful plants have a positive effect on people’s behaviour and contribute to the 
well-cared-for, friendly and cheerful appearance of your surroundings, resulting in 
less crime and a better environment to live in.

In this brochure we will give you an impression of our way of working and the 
possibilities. Keen to find out more? Then feel free to get in touch with us.  
Our specialists are ready and willing to help.

Willem Zandbergen, 
Village Sensation
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who are
we

over the years, the importance of plants and greenery has only increased and 
now enjoys exceedingly widespread support. Indeed, the fact that the world 
around us is becoming ever more hectic heightens the need for tranquillity and 
relaxation. nowadays, we regard plants as an essential element in a healthy and 
pleasant environment in which to live and work.
 
Since 2007, Village Sensation has been the specialist in England when it comes to colourful 
summer plants and evergreen winter plants in pots on a lease basis. 
A wide array of local authorities, airports and city marketing bodies have already allowed 
themselves to be inspired by the vivid colours and the many uses of the products in a variety 
of settings. Whether you are looking to beautify, decorate or accentuate, Village Sensation’s 
products will never fail to catch the eye. Glorious flowers in colourful ranges add value to the 
contemporary streetscape. They kindle a positive atmosphere, not just for local residents but 
also for tourists (for instance), who will immediately feel welcome. What’s more, plants are 
environmentally friendly, helping to foster a healthy climate (amongst other benefits).  
Plants absorb lots of CO2 and even particulate matter.

what makes Village sensation so unique?
• Making things hassle-free for customers due to high-quality service
• Everything done in-house, from growing to maintenance
• Special, bespoke ‘all-in-one concept’
• Wide range of flower boxes for both summer and winter
• Customised work
• Quality and service are our top priorities 
• Roadside safety is paramount

How we see ourselves
Village Sensation aims to make a substantial contribution towards fostering a positive and 
innovative green living environment by being a partner to its customers and actively 
contributing to creating pleasant, liveable surroundings.

Personal advice

Nursery

Careful placement

Proper care

Reliable  service
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what do 
we do?

Village sensation is the specialist when it comes to improving the living  
environment in inner cities and town centres, shopping centres and outdoor 
spaces by means of an all-in-one concept. due to its many years of experience, 
Village sensation has developed a unique system that ensures you are able to 
enjoy a plant with exceptional qualities. 

The plant is grown in a single plant box 30-35 cm tall with a small trellis to which the plant is 
tied. The strength of the plant sees to it that the entire tower, measuring between 2.00 m and 
2.50 m, ends up fully grown and in full bloom. And all this from a single plant box. With the 
added benefit that the plant is more resistant to diseases and other growth-inhibiting factors.

for whom?
business premises hotels holiday parks
inner city management industrial estates real estate 
neighbourhood initiatives offices shopping centres
local authorities amusement parks housing associations

How?
Village Sensation is synonymous with quality. From sprig to fully covered plant: not a single 
plant leaves the premises without having first passed stringent checks. This is also evident 
from Village Sensation’s references: the added value lies in the personal contact with 
customers, which serves to ensure high quality and good service. 
Tailored advice is given throughout the summer season. From week to week, fine-tuned  
to the weather conditions prevailing at that particular point in time. Even though the plants 
require little in the way of care, taking good care of them will always have a positive effect  
on quality. 
The all-in-one concept is an extremely useful addition for customers who want things to be 
completely hassle-free and want to rest assured that they will have a good-quality product 
throughout the lease period. That’s our guarantee!
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all-in-one-
concept

Village Sensation offers the option of choosing an all-in-one concept. This entails us consul-
ting with the customer to look at what will best suit their situation and seeing to it that things 
are hassle-free for the customer throughout the lease period.

what does this concept involve?
• Looking at the options with the customer to see what the best product will be.
• Leasing a fully mature plant or hanging basket.
• Installing and hanging the products.
• Comprehensive maintenance. This entails such things as: 
 - Watering, including administering nutrients and cleaning the products.
 - Replacing any damaged plants.
• Collecting the products when the season draws to a close (with plant waste being reused 

to the fullest extent possible).
• 100% guarantee in terms of optimum appearance.
• Insurance against vandalism of our materials.
• Safe working practices. Village Sensation ensures that staff are able to work as safely as 

possible.
• The lease concept means that customers can decide each year what they would like to have 

in terms of numbers, type of plants, colours and shapes.

All work is carried out in line with the statutory requirements set for working in public 
spaces.
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The all-in-one concept means that Village Sensation makes things completely hassle-free for 
you when it comes to all aspects of maintenance.  This maintenance work is carried out by 
qualified members of staff. To this end, you can select one of three options:

silver maintenance
Spent flowers are removed from the flower boxes or hanging baskets twice a season  
(beginning of July and mid-August). Subsequently the plants are thoroughly cleaned, 
fertilised and (if need be) firmly retied.

Gold maintenance
The flower boxes or hanging baskets are watered once or twice a week. Nutrients are 
administered a couple of times over the course of the season.

Platinum maintenance
This sees us providing optimum care. We visit you twice a season to remove spent flowers 
from the plants, we thoroughly clean them and (if need be) firmly retie them. In addition,  
the flower pots or pillars are watered once or twice a week and fertiliser is added several 
times over the course of the season.

7

main-
tenance

  silver gold platinum
Twice a season: - removing spent flowers •  •
 - thorough cleaning of boxes •  •
 - fertilising the plants  •  •
 - firmly retying (if need be) •  •
Once or twice a week: - watering the plants  • •
Extremely regularly:  - fertilising the plants  • •



nursery
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Hundreds of pillars and hanging baskets await you in the nursery. 
The plants are grown and maintained here under ideal conditions 
and by skilled professionals. This ensures the plants are given a 
good start, enabling them to bloom lavishly throughout the season 
on your streets and squares.

Due to the fact that we also continue to maintain the plants in situ, 
you can rest assured that they will thrive and bloom.
That’s the power of Village Sensation: because we take full 
responsibility for care of the plants, you can sit back and enjoy  
the results - a glorious environment for the public. 
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sustain-
ability

sustainability is an important concept in our line of work. as a specialist, we 
want to raise the bar beyond the current social and environmental standards.

environmentally friendly
Village Sensation does its utmost to ensure that its products are grown in a sustainable and 
environmentally friendly way. We strive to keep the use of pesticides to a minimum. Most of 
the products we use are environmentally friendly.

sustainable cultivation
Our products are grown and used for several years. There are plenty of benefits of this,  
which are good and sustainable:

•  We limit the use of materials wherever possible. For example, plants are not removed  
from the pot but spend their entire life in the same pot. 

•  This also prevents unnecessary damage to plants.
•  It also saves time, of course, enabling us to reduce labour costs and the costs to  

the environment.
•  Better growth, resulting in a rapid increase in plant volume.

Reuse/recycling
As our products are not removed after a single year, but are stored and cared for in the winter 
and reused the next year, very little goes to waste. The waste that is generated is composted 
and recycled.
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Geranium pillar type ‘export’ red
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The geranium pillar type ‘Export’ is a popular 
product. Its size, which is relatively modest, 
means it is great for use just about anywhere. 
The geranium blooms very lavishly well into 
the autumn.

The geranium pillar type ‘Export’ is available in 
the colours red, lilac, pink, white and red-lilac 
mix.

Unique properties:
• only needs to be watered once a week
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
• sleek appearance
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Geranium pillar type ‘export’ lilac



The geranium pillar type ‘Export’ is a popular product. Its size, 
which is relatively modest, means it is great for use just about 
anywhere. 
The geranium blooms very lavishly well into the autumn.

The geranium pillar type ‘Export’ is available in the colours  
red, lilac, pink, white and red-lilac mix.

Unique properties:
• only needs to be watered once a week
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
• sleek appearance
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Satisfied 
customers

fareham 

‘We have used the floral pyramids here in Fareham for the last seven years.
They are an excellent product providing for a striking and alternative arrangement that 
complements our seasonal floral displays and supports our Gold award winning Fareham in 
Bloom Campaign.’ 

Matt Wakefield
Horticultural Development Officer
Fareham Council
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Near the statue of King Alfred the Great, 
The Broadway, Winchester



Geranium pillar type ‘Voorburg’ pink
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The geranium pillar type ‘Voorburg’ is a beautiful, wide pillar which is 
extremely well suited for sites with a little more space. It is a very popular 
product. The geranium blooms very lavishly well into the autumn.

The geranium pillar type ‘Voorburg’ is available in the colours  
red, lilac, pink and red-lilac mix.

Unique properties:
• only needs to be watered once a week
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
• sleek appearance
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The geranium pillar type ‘Hilversum’ is the 
largest of our pillars. Standing 2.50 m tall, it 
makes an very imposing impression.

The geranium blooms very lavishly well into 
the autumn.

The geranium pillar type ‘Hilversum’ is 
available in the colours red, lilac, pink

Unique properties:
• only needs to be watered once a week
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
• sleek appearance
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Geranium pillar type ‘Hilversum’ lilac
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Cassia pillar type ‘Hilversum’
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The Cassia originates from South 
America and is part of the Fabaceae 
family. 
The Cassia blooms well into the autumn 
and its beautiful, green, pinnate leaves 
give it a fresh aesthetic.

Unique properties:
• relocatable
• water buffer
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
• sleek appearance
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Geranium bowl type ‘Hilversum’ 
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Due to its size, which is relatively modest, 
the geranium bowl presents additional 
options in terms of decorating your  
environment. With a maximum height of 
1.25 m, it offers solutions for sites where 
visibility needs to remain unobstructed. 

This includes sites such as central  
reservations, roundabouts and lay-bys.

The geranium bowl type Hilversum is 
available in the colours red, lilac, pink and 
red-lilac mix.

Unique properties:
• only needs to be watered once a week
• does not obstruct visibility
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
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Geranium bowl type ‘marleen’ 
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The geranium bowl type ‘Marleen’ is the smallest type of bowl we 
offer. Due to its maximum height of around 1.00 m, it is great for use 
just about anywhere. This includes sites such as central reservations, 
roundabouts and lay-bys.

The geranium bowl type ‘Marleen’  is available in the colours  
red, lilac and pink.

Unique properties:
• only needs to be watered once a week
• does not obstruct visibility
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
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Surfinia bowl type ‘Hilversum’ 
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The Surfinia is an annual plant originating from South America. 
Its many different colours make it great for use just about any-
where. With a maximum height of 1.25 m, it offers solutions for 
sites where visibility needs to remain unobstructed. This includes 
sites such as central reservations, roundabouts and lay-bys.

The Surfinia bowl type ‘Hilversum’ is available in the colours 
white, purple, purple-white mix, blue-white mix and  
purple-pink mix.

Unique properties:
• water buffer
• does not obstruct visibility
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
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Surfinia bowl type ‘Marleen’ 

The Surfinia bowl type ‘Marleen’ is the  
smallest type of bowl we offer. Due to its 
maximum height of around 1.00 m and 
myriad different colours, it is great for  
use in a wide array of locations.
This includes sites such as central  
reservations, roundabouts and lay-bys. 

The Surfinia bowl type ‘Marleen’ is available 
in the colours, purple, purple-white mix, 
blue-white mix and purple-pink mix.

Unique properties:
• water buffer
• does not obstruct visibility
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
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Satisfied 
customers...

eastleigh
The people of Eastleigh are also pleased 
with our products:

“Shopping in our town is like walking 
through a beautiful flower garden.”

shoreham-by-sea
A reaction at Shoreham-bij-Sea:

“Those bright red flowertowers  
are bringing colour in our streets.  
They are lovely!”

winchester
We placed these colourful Surfinia Bowls in 
Winchester. People on the streets always 
react very positively:

“Even on a rainy day it’s like the sun is 
shining.”
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mandeville pillar type ‘Voorburg’ 
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The Mandeville originally hails from Central 
and South America. This plant loves sunny 
spots. The Mandeville blooms very lavishly 
and keeps on blooming tirelessly well into 
the autumn. Its bright green leaves give it an 
extremely fresh appearance. 

The Mandeville pillar type ‘Voorburg’ is 
available in the colours red, lilac, pink and 
red-lilac mix.

Unique properties:
• minimum maintenance, only 15 litres of 

water once a week
• relocatable
• vandalism-resistant
• traffic-guiding 
• sleek appearance
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Hanging basket type ‘Cordoba’

The hanging basket type ‘Cordoba’ consists of two half baskets 
affixed on either side of the lamppost. This ensures that the 
hanging basket is nicely sealed. The unique water reservoir  
sees to it that the plants can be watered very efficiently.

The hanging basket can be supplied in a wide array of different 
combinations: from geraniums only to a mixture of various 
types of plants in a variety of colours.

Unique properties:
• unique water reservoir
• no structural elements visible
• a wide array of different combinations possible
• extremely well suited for shopping streets
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Hanging Basket type ‘Montefloris’
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The hanging basket type ‘Montefloris’ is affixed to the lamp post 
by means of a mounting bracket, meaning that the basket hangs 
at a distance from the lamp post. 
You can choose from a single basket or a double basket. Fitting 
two baskets will create an amazing look. The hanging basket 
can be supplied in a wide array of different combinations:  
from geraniums only to a mixture of various types of plants 
in a variety of colours.

Unique properties:
• unique water reservoir
• hangs next to the lamp post
• a wide array of different combinations possible
• extremely well suited for shopping streets
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Hanging basket type ‘bridge’

The hanging basket type ‘Bridge’ can be 
installed in two different ways. The hanging 
basket can be mounted both on top of and 
on the side of the railings. Its size of not less 
than 1.10 m lends it an extremely imposing 

appearance. The hanging basket can be 
supplied in a wide array of different 
combinations: from geraniums only to a 
mixture of various types of plants in a 
variety of colours.

Unique properties:
• unique water reservoir
• different attachments possible
• a wide array of different combinations 

possible
• makes bridges look beautiful.
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Product overview

Village Sensation offers a wide range of flower boxes, for both summer and throughout the year.

summer
Summer flower boxes are installed from mid-May until the beginning of October.

winter
Winter flower boxes can be leased for both winter only and throughout the year.

Hanging baskets
Our hanging baskets present an overwhelmingly colourful floral display.  
They are available in different shapes and sizes. 

The next few pages present an overview of our collection, which comprises:

Geranium pillars
- Geranium pillar type ‘Export’
- Geranium pillar type ‘Voorburg’
- Geranium pillar type ‘Hilversum’

Geranium bowls
- Geranium bowl type ‘Marleen’
- Geranium bowl type ‘Hilversum’

Surfinia bowls
- Surfinia bowl type ‘Marleen’
- Surfinia bowl type ‘Hilversum’

Surfinia pillars
- Surfinia pillar type ‘Spijkenisse’

Mandeville pillars
- Mandeville pillar type ‘Voorburg’

Miscellaneous Flower boxes
- Cassia pillar type ‘Hilversum’
- Solanum pillar type ‘Voorburg’
- Geranium pillar type ‘Fence’
- Dishes

Winter boxes/ Evergreen plants
- Hedera Pillar type ‘Hilversum’
- Hedera Pillar type ‘Spijkenisse’
- Evergreen Boxes type ‘Spijkenisse’

Hanging baskets
- Hanging basket type ‘Cordoba’
- Hanging basket type ‘Montefloris’
- Hanging basket type ‘Bridge’



Geranium pillar type ‘Export’ 
red

Geranium pillar type 
‘Voorburg’ red

Geranium pillar type ‘Export’ 
pink

Geranium pillar type 
‘Voorburg’ pink

Geranium pillar type ‘Export’ 
lilac

Geranium pillar type 
‘Voorburg’ lilac

Geranium pillar type ‘Export’ 
white

Geranium pillar type 
‘Voorburg’ red/lilac mixed

Geranium pillar type ‘export’

This is a very charming pyramid that comes in various colours 
and a size that is perfect for shopping streets.

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, 78x78x30cm, 

height ca. 2,00 m
• Plantation: Geranium, pre-cultivated in a greenhousee
• Low-maintanance, water only once a week
• Colour: red, lilac, pink, white and red/lilac mixed

Geranium pillar type ‘VoorburG’

This beautiful flower pyramid comes in various colours and 
looks fantastic in shopping centres and office buildings.

Characteristcs
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, 90x90x30cm, 

height ca. 2,00 m
• Plantation: Geranium, pre-cultivated in a greenhousee
• Low-maintanance, water only once a week
• Colour: red, lilac, pink and red/lilac mixed
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Geranium pillar type 
‘Hilversum’ red

Geranium bowl type 
‘Marleen’ red

Geranium pillar type 
‘Hilversum’ pink

Geranium bowl type 
‘Marleen’ pink

Geranium pillar type 
‘Hilversum’ lilac

Geranium bowl type 
‘Marleen’ lilac

Geranium pillar type ‘HilVersum’

The Hilversum Type is the largest and most beautiful pyramid 
in our range. This pyramid is 2.40m high, giving it a majestic 
appearance.

Characteristcs
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, ø 110x35cm,  

height ca. 2,50 m
• Plantation: Geranium, pre-cultivated in a greenhousee
• Low-maintanance, water only once a week
• Colour: red, lilac and pink

Geranium bowl type ‘marleen’ 

The geranium bowl type ‘Marleen’ is the smallest type of bowl 
we offer. Due to its maximum height of around 1.00 m, it is 
great for use just about anywhere. This includes sites such as 
central reservations, roundabouts and lay-bys.

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, ø 90x30cm,  

height ca. 90cm
• Plantation: Geranium, pre-cultivated in a greenhousee
• Low-maintanance, water only once a week
• Colour: red, lilac, pink
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Geranium bowl type 
‘Hilversum’ red

Surfinia bowl type ‘Marleen’ 
purple/white mix

Geranium bowl type 
‘Hilversum’ pink

Geranium bowl type 
‘Hilversum’ red/lilac mix

Surfinia bowl type ‘Marleen’ 
purple/pink mix

Geranium bowl type 
‘Hilversum’ lilac

Surfinia bowl type ‘Marleen’ 
purple

Geranium bowl type ‘HilVersum’

Due to its size, which is relatively modest, the geranium bowl 
presents additional options in terms of decorating your 
environment. With a maximum height of 1.25 m, it offers 
solutions for sites where visibility needs to remain  
unobstructed. 
This includes sites such as central reservations, roundabouts 
and lay-bys.

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, ø 110x35cm,  

height ca. 1,20 m
• Plantation: Geranium, pre-cultivated in a greenhousee
• Low-maintanance, water only once a week
• Colour: red, lilac, pink and red/lilac mix

surfinia bowl type ‘marleen’ 

The Surfinia bowl type ‘Marleen’ is the smallest type of bowl 
we offer. Due to its maximum height of around 1.00 m and 
myriad different colours, it is great for use in a wide array of 
locations. This includes sites such as central reservations, 
roundabouts and lay-bys. 

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, ø 90x30cm,  

height ca. 90 cm
• Plantation: Surfinia, pre-cultivated in a greenhouse
• Minimum maintenance, only 2 times a week, 30 litres of 

water
• Colour: purple, purple/white mix, blue/white mix and 

purple/pink mix
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Surfinia bowl type  
‘Hilversum’ white

Surfinia pillar type  
‘Spijkenisse’ white

Surfinia bowl type  
‘Hilversum’ blue/white mix

Surfinia pillar type  
‘Spijkenisse’ purple/white mix

Surfinia pillar type  
‘Spijkenisse’ blue/pink mix

Surfinia bowl type  
‘Hilversum’ purple/white mix

Surfinia pillar type  
‘Spijkenisse’ blue/white mix

Surfinia bowl type  
‘Hilversum’ purple

surfinia bowl type ‘HilVersum’ 

The Surfinia is an annual plant originating from South America. 
Its many different colours make it great for use just about 
anywhere. With a maximum height of 1.25 m, it offers solutions 
for sites where visibility needs to remain unobstructed.  
This includes sites such as central reservations, roundabouts  
and lay-bys.

Characteristics

• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, ø 110x35cm,  
height ca. 1,20 m

• Plantation: Surfinia, pre-cultivated in a greenhouse
• Minimum maintenance, only 2 times a week, 30 litres of water
• Colour: white, purple, purple-white mix, blue-white mix and 

purple-pink mix

surfinia pillar type ‘spijkenisse’

The Surfinia is an annual plant originating from South 
America. Its many different colours make it great for use just 
about anywhere. This beautiful flower pyramid comes in 
various colours and looks fantastic in shopping centres and 
office buildings.

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, 90x90x30cm, 

height ca. 2,00 m
• Plantation: Surfinia, pre-cultivated in a greenhouse
• Minimum maintenance, only 2 times a week, 30 litres of 

water
• Colour: white, blue/white mix, purple/white mix and blue/

pink mix
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Mandeville pillar type 
‘Voorburg’ red

Mandeville pillar type 
‘Voorburg’ pink

Mandeville pillar type 
‘Voorburg’ red/lilac mix

Mandeville pillar type 
‘Voorburg’ lilac

mandeVille pillar type ‘VoorburG’ 

The Mandeville originally hails from Central and South America. 
This plant loves sunny spots. The Mandeville blooms very lavishly 
and keeps on blooming tirelessly well into the autumn. Its bright 
green leaves give it an extremely fresh appearance. 

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, 90x90x30cm,  

height ca. 2,00 m
• Plantation: Mandeville, pre-cultivated in a greenhouse
• Minimum maintenance, only 15 litres of water once a week
• Colour: red, lilac, pink and red/lilac mix
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Cassia pillar type ‘Hilversum’

Geranium pillar type ‘Fence’

Solanum pillar type  
‘Voorburg’

Dishes

miscellaneous flower boxes

Village Sensation also has a wide range of other flower boxes,  
a number of which are mentioned below. Don’t hesitate to ask 
about all our other planting options.

These beautiful flower boxes are available in different colours 
and sizes.



geraniumzuil type 
‘Export’ wit
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Hedera pillar type ‘HilVersum’

eVerGreen boxes type ‘spijkenisse’

Hedera pillar type ‘spijkenisse’

• Reinforced (green) 
polyester flowerpots, 
ø110x35cm,  
height ca. 2,50 m

• Plants: Hedera (Ivy), 
pre-cultivated in a 
greenhouse

• Minimum maintenance, 
water only once every 4 to 
5 weeks

• Colour: green

• Reinforced (green) 
polyester flowerpots, 
90x90x35cm,  
height ca. 1,75 m

• Plants: Holly, taxus, 
Thuja, Viburnum, Ivy etc.

• Minimum maintenance, 
water only in extremely 
dry weather

• Colour: different

• Reinforced (green) 
polyester flowerpots, 
90x90x30cm,  
height ca. 2,00 m

• Plants: Hedera (Ivy), 
pre-cultivated in a 
greenhouse

• Minimum maintenance, 
water only once every  
4 to 5 weeks

• Colour: green

HanGinG basket type ‘cordoba’

The hanging basket type ‘Cordoba’ consists of two half baskets 
affixed on either side of the lamppost. This ensures that the 
hanging basket is nicely sealed. The unique water reservoir 
sees to it that the plants can be watered very efficiently.

The hanging basket can be supplied in a wide array of different 
combinations: from geraniums only to a mixture of various 
types of plants in a variety of colours.

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, hemisphere 

62x25cm, including mounting brackets
• Choise of plants, pre-cultivated in a greenhouse
• Low-maintenance, water only twice a week

Evergreen plants /Winter Plants

Village Sensation also has a wide range of winter boxes, which 
can be hired for the winter or all year round. Feel free to ask us 
about the various options.
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HanGinG basket type ‘montefloris’

The hanging basket type ‘Montefloris’ is affixed to the lamp 
post by means of a mounting bracket, meaning that the basket 
hangs at a distance from the lamp post. 
You can choose from a single basket or a double basket. Fitting 
two baskets will create an amazing look. The hanging basket 
can be supplied in a wide array of different combinations: from 
geraniums only to a mixture of various types of plants 
in a variety of colours.

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, ø52x25cm, 

including mounting brackets
• Choise of plants, pre-cultivated in a greenhousee
• Low-maintenance, water only twice a week

HanGinG basket type ‘bridGe’

The hanging basket type ‘Bridge’ can be installed in two 
different ways. The hanging basket can be mounted both  
on top of and on the side of the railings. Its size of not less than 
1.10 m lends it an extremely imposing appearance.  
The hanging basket can be supplied in a wide array of different 
combinations: from geraniums only to a mixture of various 
types of plants in a variety of colours.

Characteristics
• Reinforced (green) polyester flowerpots, 110x27x27cm, 

including mounting brackets
• Choise of plants, pre-cultivated in a greenhousee
• Low-maintenance, water only twice a week
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Contact
Gooweg 13
2211 XV Noordwijkerhout
Netherlands
T  +31 / (0)252 53 44 55
f  +31 / (0)252 52 95 04
info@village-sensation.com
www.village-sensation.com

Sales representatives:

Jos smit
T  +31 / (0) 6 51 618 326
jossmit@village-sensation.com

luke teeuwen
T  +31 / (0) 6 24 818 454
luke@village-sensation.com

 Follow us on Twitter

design, mock-up, redaction and production:


